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1. lntroductiun 
This paper continues the investigation of global and local admissibility began in 
[l] which deals with minimal degrees. The motivation behind both papers is to 
uncover the underlying thread that is believed to exist linking a local universe to 
the global universe in which it sits, via their respective recursion theories. For the 
discussion that follows, and throughout this paper, we let (Y denote the admissible 
ordinal K”,. 
It is known that for admissible recursion theory the ordinal (Y possesses some 
distinguished features (notably non-&-admissibility and non-_Z,-projectibility) 
that make problems in the structure theory of degrees and r.e. sets at once both 
easier and more difhcult than their counterparts in classical recursion theory 
(CRT). In the former case we have the non-existence of maximal a-r.e. sets 
(Lerman and Simpson [lOJ), while in the latter case we have the basic open 
question of the existence of a minimal m-degree. 
Our purpose here is to single out one special property enjoyed by many a!-r.e. 
sets, called local recursiveness (of various types), and make it the object of study. 
An a-r.e. set A is locally recursive if A r?3: is Kf;-recursive for all sufficiently 
large n. It is clear that if A is a-recursive, then A is locally recursive. The 
converse is however false. As will become apparent later on, examples abound in 
both complete and incomplete cy-r.e. degrees. To bring the class of locally 
recursive (Y-r.e. sets into sharper focus (note that there is no corresponding 
analogue of this class in CRT, since o is the least admissible ordinal), we consider 
the problem of the existence of major subsets left open by Lerman [9], Leggett 
and Shore [S]. 
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Let %((Y) denote the lattice of a-r.e. sets under inclusion, and let 8*(a) be 
obtained from I by factoring out a-finite sets. An cz-r.e. set I3 is a major 
subset of an (Y-r.e. set A if (i) B c*A, (ii) (A-B) #*@, and (iii) if C is cy-r.e. and 
C =)*A, then C x*B. A theorem in CRT (Lachlan [6]) states that every o-r.e., 
non-o-recursive set has a major subset. The existence of major subsets in CRT 
has been used, among other things, to give an alternate proof of an w-r.e. set with 
no hypersimple supersets (Lachlan [6]), and its strengthened version plays a 
crucial role in the proof of the decidability of the AE theory of 8*(o) (Lachlan 
[7n. In admissible recursion theory, Lerman [9] first showed that if X2- 
cofinality(g) = &projectum@), then every p-r.e. non-p-recursive set has a 
major subset. Leggett and Shore [S] later proved that the same conclusion holds 
whenever &cofinality(~)~&projectum(~). Chong [3] showed that this is in a 
sense the best possible since for many /3’s such that Zz-cofinality(P) is less than 
&-projectum(p) there are @-r.e. non-@-recursive sets with no major subsets. In 
particular, no hyperhypersimple CY-r.e. set has a major subset. The question of the 
conditions under which o-r.e. non-a-recursive sets have major subsets was not 
settled. 
In Section 2 we introduce the notion of uniform local recursiveness and show 
that every a-r.e. set which is not uniformly locally recursive has a major subset. 
This yields a large class of a-r.e. sets which have major subsets. Section 3 
investigates the non-existence of major subsets, and it is shown that if A is 
strongly uniformly locally recursive, then A has no major subsets. Section 4 
applies these results to the study of automorphisms of 8*(a). We prove that there 
are a-r.e. degrees in which each a-r.e. set has a major subset, and that there are 
non-a-recursive (Y-r.e. degrees in which no (Y-r.e. set has a major subset. It 
follows as a corollary that there exist two low non-a-recursive o-r.e. degrees in 
which no (Y-r.e. set in one degree is automorphic to an (Y-r.e. set in the other 
degree. The corresponding problem in CRT is open. Section 5 discusses some 
related problems and generalizations to other ordinals. 
The results of this paper suggest an interesting connection between locally 
recursive (or non-recursive) a-r.e. sets and d*(a). We think that the interplay 
between global and local admissibility should be further explored in the hope that 
they may help to enhance our understanding of recursion theory over 85, which at 
the present moment remains rather limited. 
We are indebted to Sy Friedman for many stimulating conversations about the 
set S(o) and its role in Kk-recursion theory. S(w) was introduced by him in [5] to 
give a natural solution to Post’s problem for limit cardinals. Its relevance in the 
present context will become clear in Section 4. 
2. EIxisting of major subsets 
Recall that (Y = Nk. Given y < 6 <(Y, let [y, S) = {f: ( y G 5 -C 8). Let { WJ,,, be a 
simultaneous cr-r.e. enumeration of the a-r.e. sets, and {w},,, the correspond- 
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ing enumeration by the end of stage CT. The following definition will 
for our purposes. 
be important 
De&ition. Let A be an cz-r.e. set. A is uniformly locally recursive if there exists a 
nonnegative integer n(A) and an (~-finite set Z(A) = {e,, 1 n <CO} of indices such 
that for all n > n(A), 
A 1 [G, %+J = W, 1 [v,, *+A for SOme v, -=+t+l. 
It is clear that being uniformly locally recursive is a fairly strong condition. It 
says that one can approximate to A re quite effectively using the CY-finite set 
Z(A) as algorithms. The following are examples of uniformly locally recursive 
sets. 
Example 1. Let A ={x 1 x is not an a-cardinal}. Let W, = {x [3a(L, k x s nth 
infinite cardinal)} and let n(A) = 0. Let Z(A) = {e,, 1 n co}. Then v,, = g since 
A 1 [e, Kf;,,) = W, 1 [e, e,,). Note that A is of complete degree. 
Example 2. Let A = {x I cofinality(x) = o}. We follow Friedman [S] in calling it 
S(w). Define 
W,” = {x I 3o(L, k w <cofinality(x) s nth infinite cardinal)}, 
where n 3 1. Let V, =g. Then S(o) 1 [e, g+,) = W, 1 [g, e,,). Let n(S(w)) = 
1 and Z(A) ={e,, 1 n CO}. Then S(o) satisfies the condition of being uniformly 
locally recursive. By [5] we know that S(w) is non-a-recursive and incomplete. 
Example 3. Let A be any ar-recursive set. A is clearly uniformly locally recursive. 
It is not known whether every locally recursive a-r.e. set is uniformly locally 
recursive, although it is rather unlikely to be true. 
Our main result of this section gives a sufficient condition for the existence of a 
major subset. We will first offer a few comments regarding the proof. Consider 
the construction of major subsets for V$. Given an e-r.e. non-e-recursive set A 
we obtain a subset B of A such that 
A-B={g(e)le<#-} and g(e) = lim g’(cr, e) 
c-Cl 
where g’ is e-recursive. Furthermore, for each d such that W, U A =e we 
make g(e) E W, for all suthciently large e > d. In In order to achieve this, the 
following property of e was exploited. Fix d as above. For each d’< d such that 
W,, U A $e, let x,, be the least x not in W,. U A. Then SUP(X~, I d’ <d & xdp 
exists}<e. This is a consequence of the regularity of e. Closer examination 
reveals that &-admissibility already guarantees the existence of such a bound. Let 
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sd denote the sup. One now attempts to put g(e), e >sd, in Wd n[s,, k+). The 
attempt must be successful since otherwise it is argued that A is e-recursive. 
In the case of CY, the ordinals sd in most cases do not exist. To overcome this 
difficulty we adopt the following strategy. Instead of looking at Wd’s which 
contain A, we look at those which contain A 1 KT; for various n. Fix d <t*Et;+l. Let 
S(n, d) ={d’ ( d’ Cd & x,* <etl}, 
where x& is the least x not in W& U A (our universe is now a). By the regularity 
of *+1, 
s(n, d)=sup(x,, 1 d’<d&d’ES(n, d)}<e+,. 
We construct B CA such that A-B ={g(n) ( n <w}, g(n)?=*, and for some 
m > n, g(n) E Wd for all d <* and Wd I> A 1 em. It is argued that if for some 
n, g(n) does not satisfy these requirements, then there is a uniform way of 
computing A 1 [s(m, ti), C), f or all sufhciently large m. This will show that A is 
uniformly locally recursive. Hence if we assume at the outset that A is not 
uniformly locally recursive, we will succeed in constructing a major subset B of A. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be an a-r.e. set which is not uniformly locally recursive. Then 
A has a major subset. 
Proof. For each index d and each stage cr, we let x(u, d) be the least x such that x 
is not in A” U Wz. If such an x does not exist, let x(a, d) be (+. Then 
liw,, ~(a, d) = x, exists (i.e. less than CX) if and only if Wd;6 A. Let {a, ) ~<a} 
be a one-one c-u-recursive enumeration of A. We define the e-state of a, to be 
ordered lexicographically. 
The a-recursive function g’(a, n) gives the possible value of the nth member of 
A -B at stage o. We will ensure that lirn,, g’(a, n) = g(n) exists for all n. 
Let g’(Ca, n) = lim,, g’(r, n). This value is undefined if the limit does not 
exist. At stage u we find the least n such that one of the following holds: 
(1) g’(<a, n) is undefined, 
(2) KS g’(=+, n), 
(3) E(X, a,) 2 E(NE, g’(-+, a)), 
(4) a, > g’(<a; n) &EN,, a,) -E(X, g’(<o, n)) # @. 
If no such n exists, let g’(u, n) = g’(<u, n) for all n. Otherwise let n(u) be the 
least such n and we let g’(u, n) = g’(Cu, n) if n <n(u), g’(u, n(u)) = a,, and 
g’(a, n) = g’(<u, n) if n > n(u). Finally let 
B”=A”-{g’(u,n)( n(o). 
Lemma 2.2. For all n, g(n) = lim,,, g’(u, n) exists. 
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Proof. We do this by induction. Suppose that for all n’ < n, g(n’) exists. Choose 
an integer k, so that g(n’) <K& for all n’ < n, and n G kO. We make the following 
claims. 
Claim A. If there is an m > kO and a u such that A<” 1 s(m, e;> = A 1 s(m, e), 
and a, E W, 1 x(u, d) for all d ERR -S(m, Xk), then g(n) = g’(u, n). 
Note that S(m, e) is as defined in the paragraph immediately preceding the 
statement of Theorem 2.1. To prove Claim A, fix m and u as stated in the 
hypothesis. Since s(m, Kk)>e and A’” 1 s(m, Kf;) = A r s(m, e>, we know that 
a, 2 s(m, e), a>* and g’(r, n) >e for all rdu. Suppose for the sake of 
contradiction that g’(r, n) # g’(u, n) for some 7 > (T. Choose rO be the least such T. 
Then g’(<rO, n) exists and is greater than H? = e. As T,,> o, we also have 
qI 2 s(m, e). It follows that E(K?, a_,> E E(Kz, a,) since a, E W, 1 x(u, d) for all 
d E+S(m, Kk). 
Case 1. g’(u, n) = a,. Then (3) and (4) are not satisfied at rO and so g’(r,,, n) = 
g’(u, n), contradiction. 
Case 2. g’(u, n) = g’(<u, n) # a,. This implies that at u both (3) and (4) do not 
hold. Then either (i) E(X, a,) cE(X, g’(u, n)), in which case we also have 
E(K>, a,) c E(x, g’(u, n)) so that g’(u, n) = g’(TO, n), contradicting our assump- 
tion, or (ii) E(K, a,) -E(K, g’(u, n)) # 8. Th en clearly we cannot have a, > 
g’(<u, n) = g’(u, n), for otherwise the construction would set a, = g’(u, n). Hence 
a, < g’(u, n). But as s(m, Xj’J< a,, we see that E(K;, g’(u, n)) G Xk- S(m, Kk) = 
E(K, a,). Since a, # g’( a, n), we have E(Kz, a,) = E&X, g’(u, n)) z E&g, a_). 
Again it follows that g’(T,,, n) = g’(u, n), contradiction. 
Claim B. Let u(m, n) = the least u such that A” 1 s(m,g)=A 1 s(m,g). Set 
W(m, n) = n W,, d <e und d & S(m, e>. If g(n) does not exist and x 3 u(m, n), 
then there is no T such that 
For it follows from Claim A that if such an x and a T exist, then g’(r, n) = g(n). 
Now suppose that g(n) does not exist. By Claims A and B, we know that for all 
m > kO if x au(m, n) and x E nd W(m, n)T 1 x(7, d), for all d l Kfq-S(m, n), but 
x$ A’, then x$ A. We therefore set 
W, ={x 1 (%)(Vd)(xE(W(m, n)“-A”)) and 
(Vd E (KF;- S(m, e) - x < x(u, d))}. 
Let n(A) = k,, and v,,, = u(m, n). Finally let Z(A) ={e,,, 1 m > k,}. Then A 1 [u,,,, 
Pm+,) = W, r [v,,,&~+~). As Z(A) is clearly a-finite, A is uniformly locally 
recursive. But this contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem. Thus Lemma 2.2 is 
proved. 
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Lemma 2.3. A -B is not a-finite. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that each g(n)>*. 
Lemma 2.4. If W, =A, then W, = 8 
Proof. Choose kO such that N& > d. Let n > kO. By Lemma 2.2 there is a u such 
that g’(7, n) = g(n) for all ~a(+. By (l)-(4) of the construction we know that 
g’(a, n) >Kf;, and f or all 720; either E(ECf;, q) = E(e, g’(<T, n)) or if a, > 
g’(<T, n) then E(e, q) - E(e, g’(T, n)) = $3. We claim that g(n) E W,. Suppose 
that this is false. Then for any 7 3 0; if ~(7, d) > g(n), then no more elements of A 
can enter [g(n), ~(7, d)) at any later stage, since otherwise g(n) will not have 
attained its final value at stage c (as the clause given above about E(Kk, g’(7, n)) 
would be false). But then this gives an algorithm for computing A r[g(n), ar), 
implying that A is c-u-resursive. But since A is not uniformly locally recursive, by 
Example 3 it is not cz-recursive. Thus g(n) E W, for all n > kO, and so W, 2 B. 
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 together imply that B is a major subset of A. The proof of 
Theorem 2.1 is complete. 
Corollary 2.5. Let A be a-r.e. and not locally recursive. Then A has a major 
subset. 
Corollary 2.6. Let A be a-r.e. and not uniformly locally recursive. Then there exists 
an a-r.e. non-a-recursive set D<,A and D c A which is also not uniformly locally 
recursive. Hence there exists a chain of a-r.e. sets with major subsets descending in 
both c and cn. 
Proof. Since A is not uniformly locally recursive, A is not a-recursive and so one 
can split A into two disjoint a-r.e. sets B and C each of lower a-r.e. degree than 
A (Shore [12>. We claim that at least one of B and C is not uniformly locally 
recursive. For suppose this is false. Then there exist an integer n(B, C) and 
a-finite, countably infinite sets Z(B) and Z(C) such that for each n > n(B, C), 
there are d,, and e,, in Z(B) and Z(C) respectively satisfying 
B 1 [v,, *+I) = W, 1 [v,,> *+I) and C 1 [P,,, e+,) = W, 1 [P,,, ti+,) 
for some v,, and k. 
Let W, = W, f~ Wem and &‘,, = max{v,,, A}. Then the set Z(A) ={c,, ) n co} and 
the integer n(B, C) together show that A is uniformly locally recursive, which is 
not possible. This proves the claim, and hence the corollary. 
Remark. It is a classical result of Lachlan [6] that if B is hypersimple in A, then 
B UA is r.e. A consequence of this is that under this hypothesis B is not a major 
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subset of A. In [4] Chong and Lerman showed that the hyperhypersimple a-r.e. 
sets are precisely those with complements of order type less than (Y. The proofs 
can be mimicked inside A to say that the sets B hyperhypersimple in A are 
precisely those B such that A -B has order type less than CX. In Theorem 2.1 we 
constructed a major subset B of A such that A -B has order type o. Thus B is 
both hyperhypersimple in A and a major subset of A. This result is rather 
surprising and we do not understand its implications on the structure of b*(a). 
Methodologically, however, it explains why the equivalence of Post’s and Lach- 
Ian’s approach to hyperhypersimple sets fail for the ordinal CX. 
3. Non-existence of major subsets 
There exists a notion somewhat stronger than that of uniform local recursive- 
ness guaranteeing the non-existence of major subsets. We call it strong uniform 
local recursiveness. It is a natural extension of the previous concept, and there 
exist Ly-r.e. sets which are easily defined (e.g. the set S(w)) and fit nicely into this 
category. 
Definition. An a-r.e. set A is strongly uniformly locally recursive if there exist an 
integer n(A) and an a-finite set Z(A) =(e, 1 n <w) of indices such that for all 
fi ’ fi(A>, 
Thus the strength of this notion lies in the ability to locate the ordinal v,, and 
identify it as the cardinal e. 
The following lemma will be very useful to us. 
Lemma 3.1 (Lerman and Simpson [lOI. There exists a simultaneous a-r.e. 
sequence {II, 1 n CO} such that 
(1) a=UH,,n<o, 
(2) H,~H,=~forn#m. 
(3) For all m, lJ {II,, 1 n -C m} is a-finite. 
(4) sup H, = *+, for all n. 
Let B be an a-r.e. subset of an a-r.e. set A. Suppose that A -B #*g. For each 
n let T(n) be the least element v of (A -B) n II,, such that luIL> T(k) for all k < n 
such that T(k) is defined. Then K = {n ) T(n) is defined} is infinite and a-finite, 
and if n,<n, are in K, then IT(nl)(L<lT(n,)lL<~~+,. 
Lemma 3.2. There is an a-recursive function T’ : a! x K + cy such that 
lim T’(u, n) = T’(tfL,, n) = T(n) if ‘&> (T(n)lL. 
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proof. This follows from the stability of N”,. 
Lemma 3.3. There is an a-recursive function f’ : cr XK + o such that 
(1) lim,, f’(a, n) = f (n) exists for all n E K. 
(2) If f’(a, n) = f (n), then uf T(n). 
(3) For all (+a jT(n)(‘, rhe next L-cardinal after T(n), f’(u, n) = f(n). 
Proof. For each n in K, let tic”, be the next cardinal after T(n). h: K-+ w is an 
a-finite function. As usual we let Q,, be the approximation to N&,,, at stage (+. 
Fix n in K. We define f’ by induction on u. Suppose that f’(7, k) has been defined 
for all T <a. Let c(u) be the least 5 <CT such that N&n) =N&,). Let f’(u, n) = 
f’(T’(S(u), n), n>+l if f’(T’(c(u), n), n) is defined. Otherwise let f’(u, n) be 0. 
Since liq,, Q,,, =ecn, and Em,, T’(u, n) = T(n), we know that 
lim,, f'(u, n) = f (n) exists for every n in K. By the stability of tic,, in (Y, we see 
that T’(a, n) = T(n) for all u ?=N&,,. It follows that f’(u, n) = f’(e(,), n) for all 
u MG”). This proves (1) and (3). 
To show (2), suppose for the sake of contradiction that f'(u, n) = f(n) but 
u = T(n). Then T’@&,,, n) = T(n) = 0: Using (3) we have 
f(n) =f’(b%,,, n> =f’(‘UNi&, n>, n)+ 1 =f’h n)+ 1. 
But this contradicts the hypothesis that f(n) = f’(u, n). This proves (2). 
The non-existence of major subsets can now be proved. 
Theorem 3.4. Let A be an a-r.e. set which is strongly uniformly locally recursive. 
Then A has no major subsets. 
Proof. Let B be an a-r.e. subset of A such that A -B # * @. To show that B is 
not a major subset of A, we will exhibit an a-r.e. set C such that C1*/i but 
C$“B. 
We first let the function T: o + (Y be defined as above and let K be the 
corresponding a-finite infinite set of integers such that T(n) is defined for all n in 
K and is an element of A -B. Let f’ : a XK + o be as in Lemma 3.3 and note 
that f: K + o obtained by taking limits on f’ is an a-finite function. As A is 
strongly uniformly locally recursive, there exists an integer n(A) and an a-finite 
set Z(A) of indices such that for all n 2 n(A) we have 
where e,, is in Z(A). We define the following a-r.e. sets: 
(1) G=UX, n&K. 
(2) C,={u~f’(u,n)=f(n>&u~H,,&n~K}. 
(3) Let h(n) be defined as in Lemma 3.3. 
C, = U 03, n we,,,,,J n E K. 
(4) C,={u(3~3n(v<~(,,_~&n~K&v~H,}. 
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We let C be the union of the sets c, 1 <i ~4. Then the definition of C, 
guarantees that on the interval [ti(n)_l, tic,,,) where the element T(n) occurs only 
elements of A 1 [+n)-l, tic,,) are enumerated into C,. By Lemma 3.3(2) T(n) is 
never enumerated in C,, and therefore it is omitted by C. Lemma 3.3(3) on the 
other hand ensures that every ordinal u 3 &,,, belonging to Z-I, enters C,. Finally 
C, picks up elements of A in H,, that lie below e(n)_1 while C, collects all the 
ordinals not covered by the other three sets. It follows that C contains A but 
{T(n) 1 n EK}- C #*$3. Thus B is not a major subset of A. 
Corollary 3.5. S(w) has no major subsets. 
Proof. By Example 2 in Section 2, S(o) is strongly uniformly locally recursive. 
Hence it has no major subsets by Theorem 3.4. 
4. Applications to automorpbisms of g*(a) 
In this section we apply the results of the previous two sections to the study of 
automorphisms of g*(a). The main result shows that there exist two cz-r.e. 
degrees a and b such that no a-r.e. set A in a is automorphic to an a-r.e. set B in 
b over 8*(a). We begin by introducing a notion called complete character. 
Definition. Let A be a-r.e. A has complete character if there is an integer n(A) 
such that for all n >(A), 
(LNL,, A ne> -%,&z, A), 
where So, denotes &-elementary substructure. 
Lemma 4.1. Let A be a-r.e. and of complere character. 
(1) If D +_A is a-r.e., then D is of complete character. 
(2) If A is strongly uniformly locally recursive, then so is every a-r.e. Ds~A. 
Proof. Let D={e}^ be (Y-r.e. Let n(D>=max{n(A), k}+l, where k is some 
integer so that +$>parameters in e and A. Fix II > n(D) and suppose that 
{d}D(x) converges for some d, x less than g. Then there exists an ordinal y such 
that, if X = D r 7, then {d}X(x) converges. As D = {e}*, we see that the following 
.&(A) statement is true in (L,, A): 
3a3~3X32(Z=A r(T&XC7&~y(yEXn7~{e}Z(y)=O& 
y gx1-17 -{e}‘(y) = 1) & {d}X(x) converges). 
Now since A has complete character, this statement is true in (Le, A ne). 
This implies that X and 2 are subsets of +$, and in particular we know that there 
is a T C& such that if X = D 1 T, then {d}X( x converges. It follows that D has ) 
complete character, and this proves (1). 
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Now suppose that A is strongly uniformly locally recursive and again let 
D ={e}*. Let n(A) be chosen so that it satisfies simultaneously the requirements 
for strong uniform local recursiveness and complete character. Let Z(A) be 
a-finite so that for all n > n(A), 
A 1 cti, *+I) = W, 1 N, %?,I). 
Let n(D) be an integer greater than n(A) so that the parameters defining A 
and {e}^ are less than N&. Let n > n(D). Then 
XED~~ B {e}*(x)=1 e 3~3X(X=A~(~&{e}~(x)=l}. 
The last statement is Z,(A) and so since A has complete character we know that 
it is true in (I-e, A ne). We then arrive at the following: 
3X3a(a<~&X=A~~~&{e}~(x)=l). 
It then follows that 
373u3X(X=A”17&Vy(y~~nn7yvW~_, 
or y <KK1 & {e}“(x) = 1). (4) 
Hence x ED 1 [&_1, g) if and only if x satisfies (4). Let W&ml be the set of 
ordinals x satisfying (4). Then Z(D) ={d,, 1 n c w} is a-finite and n(D), Z(D) 
together show that D is strongly uniformly locally recursive. This proves (2) of 
Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a-r.e. having complete character and not locally recursive. If 
D =,A, then D is not unifotmly locally recursive. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1(l), D is of complete character. Since A is not locally 
recursive, the set of all n’s such that D re is not e-recursive is infinite. Suppose 
that D is uniformly locally recursive. Choose an n > n(D) such that A 1 k$ is not 
g-recursive and (I&_, D nNf;> -K~,(L,, 0). Let (e}D = A. Then by 2,(D) stability 
we have {e}vtK’- = A 1 g. But then we have a contradiction since D 1 g is 
e-recursive while A IKf; is not. We conclude that D is not uniformly locally 
recursive. 
Theorem 4.3. There exists an cz-r.e. set of complete character and locally non- 
recursive. 
We set up our requirements as follows: 
E&: {e,}*(e& where e =(eI, eJ, either converges before le(+, the next L- 
cardinal after e, or diverges, 
U,: A 1 lel+n W,#P, for any W, unbounded in lel’, 
S,,: A re is unbounded in e. 
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In the style of Sacks-Simpson [ll], one now constructs an a-r.e. set A which 
meets the requirements R,, U,, for each e <(Y, and S, for each n <w. This is an 
a-finite injury argument whose technique is well-known and we shall not go into 
the details here. Sufhce it to say that the Friedberg-Muchnik type argument 
presented in [l l] ensures that each requirement % is met and satisfied perman- 
ently at a stage before the next L-cardinal after e. The same holds for U,. On the 
other hand satisfying S, amounts to ensuring that A re is simple, and this is a 
very tame requirement. 
Corollary 4.6. There exists an incomplete a-r.e. degree in which every o-r.e. set is 
of complete character and not uniformly locally recursive. 
Proof. Let A be the a-r.e. set constructed in Theorem 4.3. Then A is of 
complete character and not locally recursive. Furthermore A is incomplete since 
no complete set can be of complete character. By Lemma 4.2, no a-r.e. set in 
deg(A) is uniformly locally recursive. And by Lemma 4.1, each of them is of 
complete character. 
Corollary 4.7. There exists an incomplete o-r.e. degree in which every o-r.e. set has 
a major subset. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 4.6. 
Theorem 4.8. There is an incomplete, non-o-recursive set A such that no o-r.e. set 
D<,A has a major subset. 
Proof. Let A be S(w). By [5], it is incomplete and non-cl!-recursive. By Example 
2 in Section 1 it is strongly uniformly locally recursive. By Lemma 4.1(2) every 
(Y-r.e D=z,A is strongly uniformly locally recursive. By Theorem 3.4, D has no 
major subsets. 
CorolIary 4.9. There is an incomplete, a!-r.e. non-a-recursive degree in which no 
cy-r.e. set has a major subset. 
The proof of the following theorem is now immediate. 
Tbeorem 4.10. There exist incomplete o-r.e. non-a-recursive degrees a and b such 
that no a-r.e. set A in a is automorphic to an a!-r.e. set B in b over d*(a). 
Remark. Applying the full power of Theorem 4.8 we see that there is an 
incomplete non-cy-recursive a-r-e. degree a and an interval [0, b), O<b<O’, such 
that no (Y-r.e. set belonging to o is automorphic to an a-r.e. set in the interval 
[0, b). One can in fact find infinitely many such intervals since S(g) = 
{x 1 cofinality (x) =*} be ars the same properties as S(o), for any n <CO. 
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5. Discussions 
Let p be an admissible ordinal, s2p(p) and s2cf(p) be respectively the &- 
projectum and &-cofinality of 6. Our main interest here is to study analogs of (Y 
(i.e. #_), namely those p’s such that 6 =s2p(@)>s2cf(@). It is not difficult to see 
that in this case p is a limit of p-cardinals. Let f:s2cf(P) + p be &-cofinal, 
strictly increasing, such that f(y) is a successor p-cardinal for each y =C p. 
Definition. Let A be p-r.e. A is uniformly locally recursive if there exists an 
ordinal y(A)<s2&3), a p-finite set Z(A) ={e, \ y<s2cf@)} such that for all 
Y@)<Y <s2dP) 
A P [q, f(r)> = We, 1 [v,, f(r)) for SOme vv <f(y). 
A is strongly uniformly recursive if vv is the greatest cardinal less than f(r) (note 
that f(y) is a successor p-cardinal). 
JXSnition. A has a complete character if there is a y(A)<s2cf(P) such that for 
all r(A)<r <s2&PL 
O&y,, A n f(y)> -c 2, &p> A >. 
By using fine structure theory one obtains the following results. Let p and f be 
as above. 
Theorem 5.1. If A is @-r.e. and not uniformly locally recursive, then A has a major 
subset which is also hyperhypersimple in A. 
Theorem 5.2 If A is /3-r.e. and strongly uniformly locally recursive, then A has no 
major subsets. 
Theorem 5.3. There exist two incomplete non-p-recursive fl-r.e. degrees uch that 
no p-r.e. set in one degree is automorphic over g*(p) to a p-r.e. set in the other 
degree. 
We remark that requiring f to take successor p-cardinals as values is necessary 
here, since by [l, Theorem 21 if, for example, A is N&-r.e. and {y ( A 1% is 
e-recursive} is stationary, then A is N&-recursive. Hence every locally recursive 
N$,-r.e. set is N&-recursive. By considering only successor cardinals, one manages 
to prevent this situation from happening. 
We list three problems, one of which is admittedly rather vague: 
(1) Obtain a complete characterization of P-r.e. sets which have major subsets. 
It appears that this can be pursued along the line of uniform local recursiveness 
and related concepts. 
(2) Is every incomplete p-r.e. non-p-recursive set A automorphic over S*(p) 
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to a complete /3-r.e. set? In particular is S(w) automorphic over 8*(p) to a 
complete P-r.e. set? We think the answer is no. 
(3) The &r.e. degrees in which no @-r.e. set has a major subset appear to be 
degrees which are ‘close’ to 0, while those in which some P-r.e. set has a major 
subset appear to be ‘close’ to 0’. Is there a way of making this precise? 
Specifically, characterize the P-r.e. degrees in which at least one /3-r.e. set has a 
major subset. 
In the attempt to study the structure of a-r.e. degrees, the author and Sy 
Friedman have obtained a notion of characters which give a fine classification of 
a-r.e. sets and their degrees. Most of the work to-date in admissible recursion 
theory mainly uses tools (e.g. priority argument) and concepts originating in CRT 
and then tested in the universe of ordinals, with varying degrees of success. While 
these played a basic role in the early development of the subject, they are in our 
opinion not enough to support its growth. It seems, for example, that future 
development of e-recursion theory would require deeper investigations into the 
set-theoretic structure of e itself. In particular there exist various set-theoretic 
properties enjoyed by limit cardinals and their recursion-theoretic relevance have 
not been sufficiently explored. 
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